
Chapter 4: The Market Forces of Supply and Demand

Introduction:
- Market: group of buyers and sellers of a good/service

- Buyers determine demand
- Sellers determine supply

- Competitive market: when there are many buyers and sellers so that each has a 
negligible impact on the market price

- Perfectly competitive:
- Goods offered are all the same
- Buyers and sellers are so numerous no one single buyer or seller has any 

influence over the market price
- Price takers: buyers and sellers in perfectly competitive markets
- Monopoly: when only one seller exists, so they set the price

Demand:
- Quantity demanded: amount of a good buyers are willing and able to purchase

- Price is biggest influencer of this
- Law of demand: quantity demanded of a good falls when the price rises
- Demand schedule: a table that shows the relationship between price of a good and 

quantity demanded 

- Demand curve: line relating price and quantity demanded
- Market demand: sum of all the individual demand



- Add all the individual demand curves horizontally to get market demand curve

- Increase in demand: any change that increases quantity demanded at every price
- Decrease in demand: any change that decreases quantity demanded at every price
- Variables that can shift the demand curve

- Income
- Prices of related goods
- Tastes
- Expectations
- Number of buyers

- Normal good: a good in which an increase in income leads to an increase in demand
- Inferior good: a good in which a decrease in income leads to an increase in demand

- Bus rides
- Substitutes: two goods for which an increase in the price of one leads to an increase in 

demand for the other
- Ice cream and frozen yogurt

- Complements: Two goods for which an increase in the price of one leads to a decrease 
in the demand for the other

- Ice cream and hot fudge
Supply:

- Quantity supplied: amount of a good sellers are willing and able to sell
- Law of supply: quantity supplied rises when price of good rises



- Supply schedule: table that shows price of good and quantity supplied

- Supply curve: line modeling the relationship between price of a good and quantity 
supplied

- Market supply curve adds horizontally two or more individual supply curves
- Increases in supply shift curve to the right, decreases shift it to the left

- Variables that shift supply curve
- Input prices

- Prices of “ingredients” required to produce the good or service
- Technology
- Expectations

- Supply right now may depend on expectations about the future
- Number of sellers

Supply and Demand
- Equilibrium: situation in which the market price has reached the level where quantity 

supplied equals quantity demanded
- Equilibrium price: price at this point

- Also known as “market-clearing” price
- Equilibrium quantity: quantity at this point
- Surplus/Excess Supply: situation when quantity supplied is greater than quantity 

demanded
- Shortage/Excess Demand: situation when quantity demanded is greater than quantity 

supplied
- Actions of buyers and sellers always push market towards equilibrium price
- Law of supply and demand: the claim that the price of any good adjusts to  bring the  

quantity  supplied and quantity  demanded into balance
- Analyzing changes in equilibrium

- 1.) Determine if supply or demand, or both curves, are shifted
- 2.) Decide whether curve shifts left or right
- 3.) Use supply and demand diagram to  compare initial equilibrium with new one

- Change in supply/demand: shift in supply/demand curve



- Change in quantity supplied/demanded: movement along a fixed supply/demand curve

Chapter 5: Elasticity of Supply and Demand

Introduction:
- Elasticity: measure of the responsiveness of quantity demanded or quantity supplied to a 

change in one of its determinants
- Price elasticity of demand: measure of how much the quantity demanded of a good 

responds to a change in price of that good

- % change in quantity demanded
% change in price

- Demand for a good is elastic if quantity demanded responds substantially to a 
change in price of that good, or inelastic if the response is only slight

Influencers of Price Elasticity of Demand
- Availability of close substitutes

- Goods with close substitutes tend to be more elastic because it is easier for 
consumers to switch

- Butter to margarine
- Necessities vs. luxuries

- Necessities tend to have inelastic demands
- Luxuries tend to have elastic demands

- Doctors visits vs. yachts
- Definition of the market

- Narrowly defined markets have more elastic demand than broadly defined 
markets because there are more substitutes for narrowly defined markets

- Ice cream vs. food as a whole
- Time horizon

- Goods tend to have more elastic demand over longer time horizons
- When gas prices rise, demand falls slightly at first as people try to drive 

less, but then falls more substantially as people buy more fuel efficient 
cars, start taking public transport, and/or move closer to where they work

- Perfectly inelastic demand
- Elasticity = 0
- An increase in price leaves quantity unchanged

- Inelastic demand



- Elasticity < 1
- A 22% increase in price leads to a 11% decrease in quantity demanded

- Unit elastic demand
- Elasticity = 1
- A 22% increase in price leads to a 22% decrease in quantity demanded

- Elastic demand
- Elasticity > 1
- A 22% increase in price leads to a 67% decrease in demand

- Perfectly elastic demand
- Elasticity = infinity
- At any price above $4, quantity demanded is zero
- At exactly $4, consumers will buy any quantity
- At price below $4, quantity demanded is infinite



Total Revenue
- Price of good times quantity of good sold
- Case of inelastic demand

- Extra revenue from selling at a higher price is greater than the lost revenue from 
selling less units

- Case of elastic demand
- Extra revenue from selling a higher price is less than the lost revenue of selling 

less units

Midpoint Method:
- Computes percent change by dividing the change by the midpoint of the initial and final 

levels
- Example:

- Point A: Price = $4 Quantity = 120
- Point B: Price = $6 Quantity = 80
- From A → B: Price: (6-4)/5 x 100 = 40% rise Quantity: (80-120) / 100 = 

40% fall
Elasticity and Total revenue Along a Linear Demand Curve

- Slope of demand curve is constant, but elasticity is not
- At points with a low price and high quantity, demand is inelastic



- At points with a high price and low quantity, demand is elastic
Other Demand Elasticities:

- Income elasticity of demand: measure of how much the quantity of a good demanded 
responds to a change in consumers’ income

- % change in quantity demanded
% change in income

- Normal goods have positive income elasticities
- Inferior goods have negative income elasticities
- Necessities have small income elasticities
- Luxuries have large income elasticities

- Cross-price elasticity of demand: measure of how much the quantity demanded of one 
good responds to a change in price of the other good

- % change in quantity demanded of good 1
% change in price of good 2

- Will be positive if goods are substitutes
- Will be negative if goods are complements

The Elasticity of Supply
- Price elasticity of supply: measure of how much the quantity supplied of a good 

responds to a change in the price of that good

- % change in quantity supplied
% change in price

- Depends on flexibility of sellers to change amount of good they produce
- Supply is more elastic in the long run

Price Elasticity at a Point
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Chapter 6: Supply, Demand, and Government Policies

Government Policies that Alter Private Market Outcomes
- Price controls

- Price ceiling: legal maximum on the price of a good or service
- Rent control

- Price floor: legal minimum on the price of a good or service
- Minimum wage

- Taxes
- Government can make buyers/sellers pay a certain amount on each unit 

bought/sold
Example: Apartment Market

- A price ceiling above the equilibrium price is not binding - has no effect on the market 
outcome

- A price ceiling below equilibrium price is a binding constraint on the price - causes a 
shortage

- In the long run, supply and demand are more price-elastic so the shortage becomes 
larger

Shortages
- With a shortage, sellers must ration goods among buyers
- Rationing mechanisms

- Long lines
- Discrimination according to seller’s biases

- Goods do not necessarily go to the buyers who value them most highly
- When prices are not controlled, rationing mechanism is efficient and impersonal (and 

thus fair)



Example: Market for Unskilled Labor

- A price floor below equilibrium price is not binding
- A price floor above the equilibrium price is a binding constraint on the wage - causes a 

surplus 
- Unemployment

Minimum Wage
- Minimum wage laws do not affect highly skilled workers
- They do affect teen workers
- 10% increase in minimum wage increases teen unemployment by 1-3%

Evaluating Price Controls
- Prices are the signals that guide the allocation of society’s resources
- Price controls aimed to help the poor, but often hurt more than they help

Taxes
- Government taxes many goods/services to pay for public services
- Government can make buyers or sellers pay the tax
- Tax can be % of the good’s price or specific amount for each unit sold

- We analyze per-unit taxes only
- Tax on buyers: 

- A tax on buyers shifts the demand curve down by the price of the tax
- Price would have to fall by $1.50 to make buyers willing to purchase the same 

quantity as before
- A new equilibrium in created

- Sellers receive: $9.50
- Buyers pay: $11

- The incidence of a tax: how the burden is shared among market participants
- In this example, buyers pay $1 more, sellers receive $.50 less



- Tax on sellers:

- Tax effectively raises seller’s costs by $1.50 per unit
- Seller will supply 500 units only if price rises to $11.50 to compensate for cost 

increase
- Tax on sellers shifts supply curve up by amount of tax
- New equilibrium is created

- Sellers receive: $9.50
- Buyers pay: $11

- Outcome is the same in both cases, whether tax is on buyers or sellers
- A tax drives a wedge between price buyers pay and price sellers receive

Chapter 21: Affordability

- Budget constraint: how much a consumer can afford
- Income: $1000/month
- Products: Pizza and beer
- Pp = $10 → I/Pp = 100
- Pb = $5 → I/Pb = 200

- Any point on the slope means spending all income
- Budget constraint is the ratio of the prices of the product
- If income rises (200 for example) the line will shift up but the slope will not 

change
- Slope of budget constraint is always negative

Qbeer

Qpizza

200

100 = Everything affordable


